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Standard Solution 1.21 

Standard Solution 1.21 provides you with a new feature to report NAV and fund holdings to SEB 

along with improvements to Deferral of accrued interest. 

SEB custody report 

Version 1.21 provides you with a new feature for reporting NAV and fund holdings to SEB in XML 

format. The custody report is targeted for mutual fund companies having SEB as custodian and presents 

a breakdown of how each NAV was calculated. SEB expects to get the file daily, and this feature will help 

you with meeting that requirement.  

To use this report, the fund's NAV needs to be calculated in FA Fund management app and you need to 

fill in details about the fund management company and agreement with SEB by navigating to Tools → 

Administer → SEB custody reporting. Once you have calculated NAV for a given day in FA Fund 

management app, you go to the Portfolios view and list the portfolios that you wish to report. To generate 

the report, choose Create report → SEB custody report. 

Files can be automatically transferred to SEB via sFTP. To do that, go to Tools → Administer → SEB 

custody reporting and select Enable automatic transfer and provide the connection details. 
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Deferral of accrued interest automatically creates reverse transactions. 

Deferrals in FA are used when you want to valuate portfolio based on the market value, accrued 

interest or bond maturity value, and record this value to your bookkeeping system. 

Deferral of accrued interest has been available from before, and when running the process, deferral 

of accrued interest transactions are created into the selected portfolio. It generates either one 

transaction per bond security or a single lump sum transaction. From version 1.21, it now also creates 

reverse transaction(s) for the following date. The value of the transaction is the (sum of) accrued 

interest(s) on the selected dates. The generated transactions can then be used in accounting to handle 

accrued interest properly.  

 


